Natura sound therapy 3 reg key full version Natura is a digital audio processor with a patented algorithmic natural sound generator. It can be used as natural alarm clock, relaxation and sleep aid, background music producer and as music composer. Natura creates an immersive living soundscape that is constantly changing depending on the time of day or night, your current mood or activity level and
the desired goal. You can use it as a full-featured 24/7 music producer, or as an alarm clock with the unique natural wake-up call. Natura is not just another GUI (Graphical User Interface) for sound editing. It is much more than that! Natura's revolutionary engine can produce infinite combinations of sounds that are not only beautiful but also pleasing to the ear. Feeling stressed? Tense? Anxious?
Sleepy? Unmotivated? Natura will help you relax and fall asleep quickly even in noisy environments (and without medication!). Natura's revolutionary algorithm mimics how certain sounds soothe us, so you'll feel better faster. So, why Natura?
1. Revolutionary natural sound generator. 2. Naturally enriched with sound from your environment for a truly immersive experience. 3. Can be used as a full-featured music composer or only as a sound generator for relaxation and sleep. 4. You can select from built-in presets or create your own soothing soundscapes through Natura's simple yet powerful interface… without wasting time editing tracks
individually! 5. You can use Natura as a full featured 24/7 music composer or as an alarm clock with the natural wake-up call. 6. Natura uses your computer's microphone to listen to your environment, so you don't have to stop what you are doing!
How does it work? Natura monitors the sound levels in your environment and automatically adjusts sounds played back to generate the most pleasant soundscape. Natura analyzes sounds at different frequencies and continuously searches for sounds that are similar to nearby environmental sounds, enriching the overall mix with pleasant soft noises! Natura works with software amplifiers for low-level
noise enhancement, which is must easier on your ears than traditional high volume sound generators. What subjects does it cover? Natura covers a wide range of subjects that can be used as relaxation and sleep aid, background music composer or sound generator for relaxation and sleep.
How does it work? How does it work? How does it work? How does it work? How does it work? The patented algorithmic natural sound generation algorithm is hidden in the presets. It delivers a unique sensorial experience, so you will never get bored with the same sound again! An experienced user can create more than 20 million realistic sounds through Natura's simple yet powerful interface.
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